ROUND 1 - BOOKS AND AUTHORS:

What rapper wrote Hustle Harder, Hustle Smarter?
Fifty Cent/Curtis Jackson

What is the name of the memoir written by a woman whose fundamentalist Mormon parents did not send her to school nor home school her?
Educated

In Horton Hears A Who, what is Horton?
Elephant

The author of Untamed also wrote which one of the following books?
B Love Warrior

Who are the authors of White Fragility and How to Be An Anti-Racist?
D Robin Diangelo wrote White Fragility and Ibram X. Kendi wrote How to Be An Anti-Racist

Round 2 - Current Events 2000

What private company is planning to launch a mission to the International Space Station on Halloween?
SpaceX.

What long serving prime minister of Japan recently resigned for a second time, citing health reasons:
Shinzo Abe

The late Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg became the first woman to lay in state in the Capitol. Another woman had previously lay “in honor”. Who was she?
Rosa Parks.

For an additional pint, who was the last person to lay in state before Justice Ginsburg?
Representative John Lewis

On October 5, 2020 Mattel issued a new version of the Barbie doll emulating what famous woman?
Susan B. Anthony

In what country have protestors been demonstrating for about ten weeks, challenging the re-election for the 6th time of its authoritarian president?
Belarus
ROUND 3 - Nursery Rhymes 2020

In “Hickory, Dickory, Dock”, what ran up and then down the clock?
The mouse

How many fiddlers did Old King Cole have?
Three

What frightened Miss Muffet while she was eating?
A spider

What couldn’t Jack Sprat’s wife eat?
Lean (“his wife could eat no lean”)

What stands alone at the end of “The Farmer in the Dell”?
The cheese

ROUND 4 - Presidential Election History 2020

Who was erroneously declared to have won the presidential election in 1948 in a famous headline?
C Thomas Dewey

In 1984, President Ronald Reagan won every state except which one?
A Minnesota

Under which political party did Theodore Roosevelt run as the candidate for President in 1912?
C Bull Moose

Who was elected to serve as Vice President in George Washington’s first term?
A John Adams

Who was the first woman to run for president of the United States?
Victoria Woodhill
ROUND 5 - LOCAL LUMINARIES

What is the name of a term of measurement, newly coined since the pandemic, that is also the name of an elected official in Monroe County?
A Moehle (Bill Moehle, Brighton Town Supervisor)

What local doctor’s picture was featured on a Donute Delite donut?
Dr. Michael Mendoza;

For an additional point, what candy was included on the donut?
M&M

Name one meteorologist who broadcasts on the same news program as the TV News anchor who was certified by Guinness World Records as the longest serving newscaster.
Scott Hetuko, Glenn Johnson, Mark McLean, or Marty Snyder

Who created Nik and the Nice Guys, and also coached the Amerks to a Calder Cup?
Mike Keenan

The bridge on 490 over the Genesee River was named for whom, in proper order?
Frederick Douglass-Susan B. Anthony